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New York Times Bestseller“An exquisite, hilarious and devastating dissection.” —Malcolm
GladwellWhy do the English keep apologizing? Why are they so unenthusiastic about
enthusiasm? Why does rain surprise them? When are they being ironic, and how can you tell?
Even after eighteen years in London, New York Times reporter Sarah Lyall remained perplexed
and intrigued by its curious inhabitants and their curious customs. She’s since returned to the
United States, but this distillation of incisive—and irreverent—insights, now updated with a new
preface, is just as illuminating today. And perhaps even more so, in the wake of Brexit and the
attendant national identity crisis.While there may be no easy answer to the question of how,
exactly, to understand the English, The Anglo Files—part anthropological field study, part memoir
—helps point the way.
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VLD, “Funny Generalizations. She was hilarious to read while also being informative on the
culture and politics. My only issue was that she seemed a bit harsh on the Brits at times. When I
actually went to London for the first time, it felt very much like Washington D.C. No one in
parliament was any more or less rude than American politicians, and the people were generally
open. Interesting read as a generalization, but the particulars of British attitude may need to be
taken with a grain of salt.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “An American in London. One of the best books I’ve ever read about the
British and the class system in the United Kingdom from an outsider’s point of view. American
New York Times journalist Sarah Lyall was a generation younger than Diana, but married to a
Briton herself, she experienced the cultural impact the Princess left on the Royal Family and
society in general.”

John D. Cofield, “A Fond But Caustic (And Hilarious) Look At The British. Sarah Lyall is an
American journalist married to a British journalist. The Anglo Files is part memoir, part traveler's
advisory, part hate mail, and part love affair. If that seems like a lot to pack into a 263 page book
not including index, it would be in the hands of a less gifted writer. Lyall's gift for sardonic
observation and wry commentary is ably displayed here.There are 14 chapters with snicker
inducing titles like "Honorable Members" and "Invasion of the Hedgehog People", each
examining a different foible easily encountered in present day Great Britain. Sometimes Lyall
discusses subjects, like British class structure, that have been endlessly dissected by other
writers, but her observations are still fresh and enjoyable. At other times Lyall tackles British
traits which are less familiar to most Americans, such as the appalling lack of dental care and
hygiene. While these chapters have a tendency to discomfit the reader (I stopped halfway
through the chapter on teeth to floss thoroughly), they are nevertheless highly amusing. I
suppose my favorite chapter has to be "More Than A Game", about cricket, because it recalled
a bewildering afternoon I once spent at Lord's, accompanied by a British friend who did his best
to explain what was going on, to no avail. And in light of current economic events Lyall's
examination of the recent British boom, driven by inflated housing prices and disreputable
lending practices, have a fresh clarity and significance.I've been a rabid Anglophile (some say
Anglomane) for many years, and while some of the material about drinking and chavs and yobs
made me wince, I'll treasure The Anglo Files because because beneath the caustic commentary
and wry comparisons Lyall's deep appreciation for that still green and pleasant land (in between
rain showers)shines through.”

Book Woman, “The Title is Apt. Lyall was a young American reporter for the New York Times
when she married a British gent and moved to London in the mid-1990s. Now, after nearly 15
years there, she pulls off the nearly impossible--she chronicles the foibles of the English and



skewers them unmercifully, yet in the end she makes them seem somehow enchanting and
dear. Her chapters are wide-ranging: the Brits' convoluted attitudes toward sex or "rumpy
pumpy," their boring cricket games, bad teeth, self-abasement, Parliamentary abuses ("better
drunk than absent"), class prejudices, and the like. She showcases the British eccentrics, like
the hedgehog protectionists and the man who insisted on public nakedness and the Duke of
Wellington's subordinate who belatedly noticed that his leg had been blown off by a cannon ball.
Or consider the case of the obituary writer who wrote about strange cases: "Narrow escapes
from death by animal mauling; bizarre sexual practices; deeply held beliefs in topics of interest
only to oneself; the tendency to make outrageous remarks at the wrong time; heroic failure;
insouciance in the face of sure disaster--he loved them all. He favored a good anecdote over a
dreary accomplishment, a scandalous life over a worthy one." Hard to argue with that, isn't it?
Lyall even puts herself under scrutiny, providing the reader with a Letterman-style "top ten signs"
list of how she notices that she is adjusting to life in Britain. One feels (to use a British phrasing)
a bit like a voyeur reading this book, keeping the American perspective while still peeking at the
underbelly of our allies. Lyall's potent cocktail of research, wit and humor, and cross-cultural
perspicacity makes for enjoyable reading. I can only hope that her counterpart will somehow
appear with wry observations of us Yanks, a modern-day Tocqueville let loose among the
heathens of the New World . . .”

Pranay Gupte, “Great style, wonderful anecdotes, marvelous perspective. Superbly written, with
a wonderful sense of humor and perspective. Sarah Lyall is a truly splendid writer.”

Stephanie Patterson, “Marmite revealed. I've been happily reading Sarah Lyall's NYT pieces
about England for the last several years. Where else can one learn about the sorry state of
English dentistry and the eccentric personal ads of the literati? And Ms. Lyall also lets us in on
aspects of the English that are both funny and poignant. That said I laughed a lot more than I
wiped away a tear. The biggest commpliment I can pay the book is that I've almost missed my
train stop for the last two morningsAnd Marmite. I've been reading about this mysterious
substance for years Now I think I have some idea of what it is. Don't think I'm going to tell you in
this review. Buy this fabulous book and find out for yourself”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Historical & funny. Such a great book. I give it to all my British friends.”

SStiles, “Five Stars. She gets it!”

Melanie Rose Fallon, “Five Stars. great”

Gianfranco, “A book for American people. This book gives a view about the tiny differences
between the two countries. Useful for Americans who might approach the British Islands, on one
side; on the other side it could be funny for a British read what the colonies think about the



elder's country. This is written by an Italian, so this reflect my - poor - knowledge about the two
populations.”

The book by Sarah Lyall has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 143 people have provided feedback.
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